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DIE CASTING ELECTRIC MOTORS TURNING PARTS

A dynamic, strong and ambitious Group

Orange1 Holding is an international renown Group, one of the most 
important European manufacturers of single-phase and three-phase 
asynchronous electric motors. It has an annual capacity of more than 
1 million motors and 5 million electric stators. The group, established in 
1971 by Leone Donazzan, chaired today by his son Armando Donazzan, 
is strongly focused on technological innovation, performance and 

customization to meet individual clients requirements.



Elettromeccanica Leone Donazzan was established on 1971 in Bassano del Grappa. In 
1983 the company turned into Eld Spa. In 1998 Armando Donazzan took over the running 
of the company; thanks to his determination and intuition he applied new financial and 
commercial policies which increased the level of reliability and visibility. In March 2006 
the company changed its name to EME Spa and finally become Orange1 Electric Motors 
in 2018. The aim of O1EM is to manufacture custom made motors to meet clients and 
market expectations. The actual production covers a large range of AC and DC motors, as 
well as brushless motors and Variable Frequency Drives , to provide total solution.

Sicme Orange1 has born from the merge of Sicme Motori and Magnetic.
Sicme Motori, founded in 1967, produces high  quality DC motors and it represents a 
benchmark of excellence for its technology  providing the best economical solutions 
for many different applications. Since  2002 it has been cooperating actively with the 
Institute of Electrical Engineering  of the Polytechnic of Turin and it has been one of 
the world’s largest producers  of wind generators. In 2008, it has developed motors 
with ASR technology, the  most revolutionary type of electric machine in the world, 
and in 2014 developed  an innovative range of synchronous reluctance motors IE4 
with a specific patent.  A company with a 40 years history, well-known around the 
world for the high  quality and product technology, it produces Asynchronous motors 
up to 1500  kW, Synchronous motors up to 1500 kW, Hydroelectric Generators up to 
1500  kW, Mini-Wind generators up to 200 kW and Wind Turbines up to 1500 kW. 
Magnetic Motors, founded in 1973, manufactures electrical machines specifically 
designed to be used for variable speed application. The company is located in Montebello 
Vicentino, Vicenza – Italy.

Orange1 Hungary was founded in 1998 (named EME kft) as a manufacturer 
of Electric Windings. The company’s assembly lines consist of 
semi-automatic and manual assembly stations. Thanks to the experience 
in the development and production of Electric Stators Windings and Electric 
Motors the company is able to find solutions for complex electrical machines. 
Orange1 Hungary produces windings for multiple applications: pressure washers, 
compressors, pumps for surface and submersible pumps, gate openers, motors and lifts. 
Orange1 Hungary manufactures all the components using automated production lines 
and advanced technology equipment in order to maintain a high level of production. 
Orange1 Hungary address international markets that appreciate the value of its strategic 
position at the heart of Europe. The company develops and manufactures a wide range of 
custom made products which are suitable for its customers’ demand, ensuring reliability.



INDUSTRIAL PUMPS

FOOD & BEVERAGE INDUSTRY

SNOW GUNS

WATER COOLING

COMMERCIAL & PUBLIC BUILDINGS

WASTEWATER

OIL & PUMP

CHEMISTRY



MOTORS PRODUCTION
for electric pumps applications

SINGLE PHASE & THREE PHASE 
ASYNCHRONOUS MOTORS
Orange1 Electric Motors
Motor range  from  IEC 56     up to IEC 180 frame size  in aluminum 
housing   in 2-4-6-8 pole. Power from 0,09 kW up to 30 kW. 
Available  mountings   are B3-B5-B14-B3/B5 –B3/B14. The motors 
could be offered with UL/CSA approval on demand.

WINDING STATORS
Orange1 Hungary
With one of the largest output in Europe we wound hand-made 
and semi-automatic electric stators from 55 mm up to 1.200 mm 
including  insulated phases, double impregnations or vacuum 
impregnation. We co engineering the winding  with the client or we 
develop the setting according to the applications demands.

ATEX ASYNCHRONOUS MOTORS
Orange1 Electric Motors
Motors in conformity with the Essential health and Safety 
Requirements for potentially explosive atmospheres according to 
European Standards. Flameproof enclosures for Zone 1 - 2 - 21 - 22. 
Available from size IEC56 to IEC180.

ASYNCHRONOUS VECTORIAL MOTORS
Sicme Orange1
Three-phase asynchronous motor designed to guarantee high 
performance and small dimensions for variable speed industrial 
applications. It is supplied with an independent electric fan which makes 
it possible to deliver the maximum torque continuously even at low speed. 
Available in 11 sizes, from 100 to 500, with powers from 2.5 to 3600kW. 
Insulation class F, IP23 or IP54 protection, IC06 or IC416 cooling.

DC MOTORS
Sicme Orange1
Motor is designed for variable speed industrial applications. The stator is 
fully laminated to reduce the losses. The magnetic circuit and windings 
have been designed to obtain excellent commutation features. Available 
in 20 frames, from 80 to 800, witb power from 0.5 up tp 2500kW. 
Compensation windings are available from frame 180 and bigger to 
enhance performance under condition of overload or weakened filed flux. 
Insulation class F o H, degree of protection IP23, cooling method IC06.



WHY CHOOSING ORANGE1 PREMIUM SOLUTIONS
in steel, wire & lamination applications

MADE IN ITALY GUARANTEED

100% TESTED

HIGH LEVEL OF CUSTOMIZATION

RELIABILITY & DURABILITY

QUALITY

HIGH EFFICENCY SYNCHRONOUS RELUCTANCE MOTORS
for electric pumps applications

OVER 70% ENERGY SAVING  
Orange1 Electric Motors with speed regulation allows a considerably lower energy consumption: 
the motor alone allows a 15% energy saving. Moreover you have to consider the already remarkable 
gain of 60% given by the speed regulation through inverter.  

ADVANCED MOTOR  
Energy performance levels according to ES(IEC/TS 60034-30-2) already achieved, this motor also 
achieves UE requirements even after 2017.

HIGHER ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 
Completely manufactured with no magnets, its total environmental impact is by far lower that 
the impact of permanent magnet synchronous motors and asynchronous motors.  

STURDY 
The use of non-critical and durable materials as well as the more than tested principle of 
reluctance motors make Orange1 Electric Motors  reliable, over time durable and superior to 
other types of motor.

COMPATIBLE
Wherever a IE2 asynchronous motor is installed, Orange1 Electric Motors, that is dimensionally 
interchangeable, ensures an efficient performance.

Orange1 Electric Motors has an important experience on reluctance motors, which were 
manufactured and installed since 2007, with good performance and satisfaction of the customers. 
Today’s interest of the VSD world and the availability of specific converters for this type of machines 
has given to Orange1 Electric Motors the possibility to develop whole series of products using this 
technology, covered by a patented design, in order to give to the customers the opportunity to 
get the lowest energy consumption and highest flexibility for their variable speed applications.



Sicme-Orange1 quality and technical team, together with a dedicated 
internal department, offers a full service system able to satisfy any specific 
request into electric motor maintenance. Sicme-Orange1 Service can 
provide an innovative diagnostic tools for electrical testing and analysis to 
pinpoint immediately specific motor issues. For this purpose an equipped 
in-house testing room is available, in order to handle tests, inspections 
and issue detailled test report for each motor.

SICME-ORANGE1 SERVICE

More than 15.000 motors running for wire & steel 
application with worldwide presence, in the most 

severe and various working conditions
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